Feature List

- Beveled Hem, 29" Front, 35" Back, graded to size.
- Plastic Delrin® YKK® Zipper/Velcro® Closure
- NYC Style Lime/Yellow 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material for enhanced visibility - Double Stitched
- Ergonomic Pleated Back/Shoulders
- Easy Grip™ DRD
- Internal Outer Shell Draw Cord to reduce bulk
- Napoleon Pocket under Storm Flap
- Low Profile 3" Collar with Hanger Loop
- Set-In Pleated Ergonomically Curved Sleeves
- 7" Black Kevlar® Thumbhole Wristers
- 5" Deep Black Stedprene Sleeve Wells
- Black Stedshield Coat Cuff Reinforcements – Double Stitched
- 2" x 3.5" x 8" Radio Pocket with Velcro® Antenna Opening on each side of Flap
- Self Mic Strap above Radio Pocket
- Universal Flashlight Holder
- 2" x 8" x 8" Coat Expansion Pockets with Handwarmer and Pull-Tabs on Flap
- Liner Inspection Velcro® Opening
- LazerMax™ Trim

Solid Color or Two-Tone Stealth™ available!

The Stealth can be ordered through our SCX Semi-Custom Program and will come with all the standard features shown. Stealth is available in a wide variety of materials, colors and options.

Two-tone Stealth has:

- Black Bottom Sleeve Panel in same base material as coat body.
- Black Lower Leg Panel in same base material as pant body.
- Colors separated by LazerMax™ Trim
- Includes all Standard features shown

Long, beveled back provides additional overlap for protection. Add letters for identification too!
STEALTH PANTS WITH LAZERMAX™

Feature List

• Beveled Waist Design – Low front with slight rise towards rear
• Pant Closure: 2” Wide Black Kevlar® Belt with Belt Loop/Handle Grips, Snap and Velcro® Fly Closure
• Single Lower Leg Panel with center rear seam – no side seams exposed to abrasion
• 2” x 10” x 10” Pant Expansion Pocket with pocket pull-tabs, lined with Kevlar® Twill
• Black Stedshield Double Padded Knees with Side Kick Extension Panel
• Black Stedshield Pant Cuff Reinforcements – Double Stitched
• Lime/Yellow 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material for enhanced visibility – Double Stitched
• Reverse Boot Cut
• Black-Ops Multi Adjust Suspenders – No Metal Suspender Buttons!
• LazerMax™ Trim

Compliant to the current 2018 Edition of NFPA 1971 Standard on Protective Ensembles for Structural Firefighting

Stealth Internal Harness (IH) Pants
Stealth pants available as an IH Internal Harness Pant using the RIT Class II Kevlar Harness. Also available is the Class 1 RIT Rescue Belt which easily fits into the existing standard Belt loops.
IH Pant option: IH33
Harness option: PO-RITC2

Our Black-Ops™ Suspenders... A Whole New Approach To Keeping Your Pants in Place!

We all know the well-worn joke “Why does a fireman wear suspenders?” (To keep his pants up!) Our radically designed approach keeps the suspenders up too! Our goal was two-fold; eliminate as much metal as possible, including snaps, and to create a new ergonomically shaped system that would eliminate suspenders slipping off the shoulders, and be comfortable at the same time. The result? Black-Ops™. Try them on for size... they are so comfortable you’ll forget you are wearing suspenders!

Black-Ops™ Multi-Adjustment System

• Independent yoke system that curves around neck and front for better fit
• Adjustable center sternum strap keeps the suspenders in position
• Vertical tabs for stowing mic or accessories
• Suspenders attach to pants with snap-tabs and segregated MOLLE style loops
• Rip-cord style pulls easily adjust length and fit